
Grade 9 Creative Arts 

While you are at home, please prepare for your next practical assignment by 

completing the planning as outlined in the following instructions: 

You will be required to make a collection of the following and put them in a plastic sleeve. 

 At least 2 practise sketches of the human figure. 

 At least 2 images of artists work that inspire you in terms of style. 

 A brainstorm of your concept based on the points listed below. 

 Reference photographs of a figure to use for your Superhero, this can be you or 

someone else. 

 Reference pictures for objects or accessories that you hero may use. 

 Reference photographs of a cityscape or room interior to use for your background. 

The information below will help you with your preparations. 

Superhero Character Design Assignment   

This assessment is divided into planning (25 marks) and final drawing (25 marks).  You 

are expected to start the planning and preparation part of this assessment before 

returning to school. 

1. Watch the following video which will guiding you through the proportions of the 

human body:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hy0gdVVn3V4&t=88s 

Alternatively follow the instructions in your book on pages 38 - 45 or study this 

presentation based on your book:  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MJguhSwJAngc-1kbxHMUBvqttflGEbvi 

Now make a few attempts to draw the human figure using the specified proportions.   

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hy0gdVVn3V4&t=88s
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MJguhSwJAngc-1kbxHMUBvqttflGEbvi


2. Then consider the following in order to brainstorm a Superhero design.  Make 

notes on your responses and keep your ideas original.  

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XyBl7ZVThmLSHxFlgN1v5Oia1VNhX7TK 

Backstory  

 Where is your character from? 

 What is your character’s main purpose? (What is their cause?) 

Identity:  age, race, gender, subculture? 

Superpowers: 

 What superpowers does your character have? 

 What gave/gives them their powers? 

 How do they use their powers?  

Drawing Style  

 What style would you like to use to draw your character?  Make a collection of 2 

or more artists that inspire your choice of style.  

Clothing/fashion 

 Consider the type of clothing your character wears. (Example: Loose fitted 

clothing, jeans, sneakers and a crop top with a rainbow on the front. Hair is in a 

tight ponytail. Heavy makeup and eyeliner.) 

 Consider possible accessories that could be relevant to them or their superpowers. 

(Example: Scrunchies on each wrist and in the hair that collects energy from the 

air. Metal straws to project electric power out into a sword. A hydro flask that 

contains a very powerful energy drink) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XyBl7ZVThmLSHxFlgN1v5Oia1VNhX7TK

